Your Connection to State Government

The Wisconsin Digital Archives is a growing collection of documents about the activities, functions, and policies of Wisconsin State Government.

**Informative**
Current, newsworthy topics about life in WI

Search or browse reports, studies, statistics, newsletters, maps, manuals, & guides

**Accurate**
State documents are authoritative & reliable

Published by State Agencies, Courts, Councils, Boards, Commissions, & Task Forces

**Engaging**
Promote civic literacy & engagement

Access to state documents provides government transparency

---

**Read the Blog**
Connect with trending topics through the monthly post on the WI Libraries for Everyone Blog

dpi.wi.gov/wilibrariesforeveryone

---

**Need help?**
Contact Wisconsin Digital Archives
(608) 224-6174
statedocuments@dpi.wi.gov

---

The Wisconsin Digital Archives is provided by the Department of Public Instruction.